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June 5, 2020 
 
Dear Portfolio Show Visitor,  
 
My name is Lindsey McCallum and I am a recent graduate of the film program 
at Portland State University. I have a passion for capturing beautiful and 
meaningful moments with my camera, and an eagerness to apply my wide 
range of production skills to professional work. The world of photography and 
filmmaking both analog and digital has been a heartfelt love of mine for years, 
and I want to assist you, your business or studio in creating, editing, and 
shooting stunning content. 
 
I began my film and photography journey in high school, shooting portraits and 
experimenting with outdoor photography with my Sony Digital DSLR camera. 
During my college career, I focused on the study and practice of documentary 
filmmaking while also serving as crew on several of my classmates’ fiction film 
projects. This past year, I was the assistant editor on a feature length film and 
lead editor on a short subject film, which also developed my skills in Adobe 
Premiere Pro. I frequently worked as a sound mixer, actor, and 
cinematographer on set.  I used Canon’s C100 and C200 to shoot multiple short 
documentaries. I also shot and edited my own psycho-geography experimental 
film in New York City over the summer.  
 
My enthusiasm for collaboration and an eagerness to learn has led me to 
experiences that benefit others while also providing me with valuable 
leadership and production skills. I thrive in a team environment, and my goal is 
to begin my professional career by contributing my passion, enthusiasm, skills 
and determination to get the job done right on meaningful and exciting 
projects.  
 
Using skills earned over a decade of practicing film and photography, I believe I 
would be a valuable asset to your team. I look forward to hearing from you soon 
and would love to set up an in-person meeting whenever it is convenient for 
you. Thank you so much for your time and consideration. 
 
Best,  
Lindsey McCallum 


